Fundamental studies of liquid chromatography at the critical condition using enhanced-fluidity liquids.
The improvement in the analysis of telechelic polymer matrixes continues to be a pursuit for many scientists of varying disciplines. This quest for a new technique has led to the continued development of liquid chromatography at the critical condition (LCCC) or liquid chromatography at the critical adsorption point (LC-CAP). LCCC allows for the isolation of one area of the polymer matrix so that other areas of the polymer can be probed with size-exclusion or adsorptive chromatographic modes. Although this technique has been successfully applied to the analysis of telechelic polymers, the practice of LCCC can be difficult. These difficulties include finding and maintaining a solvent system appropriate for the practice of LCCC as well as deterioration of peak shape once the system is operating at the LCCC mode. Because of the specificity of the mobile phase required for the practice of LCCC, the work is routinely practiced by premixing solvents. Previous work with enhanced-fluidity liquid mobile phases demonstrated that these mobile phases removed many of the aforementioned challenges associated with working at the LCCC mode. These mobile phases utilize both pressure and temperature variation in order to maintain the specific solvent strength necessary for the LCCC work. This work studies the coupling and optimization of enhanced-fluidity, EF, liquid mobile phases for LCCC. Several EF-LCCC systems, differing in mobile phase composition, temperature, and pressure, were routinely established, resulting in the effective practice of critical chromatography. The practice of LCCC with on-line mobile phase preparation is demonstrated using commercially available instrumentation. Finally, EF-LCCC is used to analyze triblock and diblock copolymers.